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St. Anne
Our Patron Saint

Saint Anne, Hebrew for Hannah, meaning
“grace”, was the mother of the Virgin Mary
and grandmother of Jesus Christ. She was
a pious and devout servant of the
Almighty.
According to a document known as the
‘Gospel of James’, Anne and her husband
Joachim, after years of childlessness,
prayed desperately to God to bless them
with a child. They were eventually visited
separately by an angel who told them that
their prayer had been answered. Anne
promised to dedicate the child to God's
service. Anne conceived and bore a
daughter, whom she called Mary. When
Mary was three years old, Joachim and
Anne, in fulfilment of Anne’s divine
promise, brought Mary to the Temple of
Jerusalem, where they left her to be
brought up.
St. Anne reminds us, in the midst of this
pandemic, to continue to have faith in God
and trust in His plan, even when things
look impossible or hopeless.
Children are a blessing from God and we
dedicate our young Anneans to the care
and protection of God and His ultimate
plan for our happiness.

OUR MOTTO

OUR VISION

OUR MISSION

Let Your Light Shine
Intellectually alert and open, emotionally well
balanced, morally upright, spiritually sound
and eco-conscious humanity.

To provide each student with quality education in a
safe and supportive environment that promotes
self-discipline, motivation and excellence in
learning.

Our Guiding Light
I am pleased to learn that St. Anne's Convent School, Chandigarh is bringing out its E-Magazine, I am
happy that the School is steadily progressing by Imparting quality education to the children in and
around of Chandigarh and also educating many underprivileged children in the Tri-city.
Education is what remains after one has forgotten what one has learned in the school says the great
scientist Albert Einstein. One may learn many things in the school but the essential thing that one must
learn is the education. Because it is education which makes the human person more disciplined,
cultured, responsible, and matured etc... Aristotle says that education is the process of training man to
fulfill his aim by exercising all the faculties to the fullest extent as a member of society. I am certain that
this kind of education is imparted to the students of St. Anne's Convent School, Chandigarh making
them good citizens of the country.
I am also sure that St. Anne's Convent School, Chandigarh is one of the institutions which focuses on
value based education of the pupils; channelizing them to be bearers of light dispelling the darkness in
in their surroundings.
I congratulate the Management, Staff and Students of St. Anne's Convent School, Chandigarh and wish
all of you every success and God's manifold blessings.
With my kind regards and best wishes.
Yours Sincerely in Christ
+Ignatius Mascarenhas
Bishop of Simla -Chandigarh

The Visionary
It gives me immense joy to write a few lines for the annual magazine of St. Anne's Convent School,
Sector 32, Chandigarh. The Greek philosopher Socrates says that education means the bringing out of
the ideas of universal validity which are latent in the mind of every man. He is right when he spelled
that statement. Every man in the society needs to contribute for the good of the universe and this
realization can be given through Education one's parents, friends, and relatives and the educational
institutions. St. Anne's Convent School does bring this realization in the students that every student's
contribution towards the mother earth and universe is important and that all need to take care of this
universe as given by the Creator.
The school always envisages moulding these young generations of children to be mature and
responsible persons of tomorrow. Various activities in different spheres are made available to the
students and this will in turn help them to become the efficient citizens of the future.
I appreciate and congratulate the Management, the Principal, teachers and the staff for making
constant efforts to form these children as good persons. Amidst this pandemic, I appreciate the hard
work done by the Principal and the teachers despite facing various challenges and continuing to
impart the knowledge and wisdom with the same zeal and enthusiasm. I congratulate the
Management, Staff and Students of St. Anne's Convent School, Chandigarh and wish all of you every
success and God's manifold blessings in this Academic Year. May God bless you.
Yours sincerely in Christ
Fr. Robert Fernandez
Manager

The True Leader
“When troubles of any kind come your way, consider it as an opportunity for great joy.
For you know that when your faith is tested, your endurance has chance to grow”.
Fire is the Test of Gold; Adversity of Strong Men
Though the last two years had been strenuous as we were grappling with Pandemic. During this crucial time, we had to implement
various operational measures and adjust our school programs in relation to safety and well being of all students and staff
members. But the focus was always on ensuring constructive learning and curriculum continuity as well as working with
community and gaining the trust of parents to overcome various challenges.
I am proud that our teachers and students have risen to the challenges and adapted the situations calmly and confidently
despite steep teaching – learning curves. Our teachers have strived with excellence in providing holistic education to all students
as far as possible through new and innovative ways of organizing school programs and activities to which our students have
responded well with appreciation and gratitude. This is apparent through the prestigious accolades received in terms of
academic, sports and extra-curricular activities across the pandemic years, which show the moments of pride, honor and steady
progress to excellence.
There are challenges ahead of us but together we can make a great difference. With faith and optimism, we look forward to a
fruitful year ahead and would embrace all the hurdles with confidence, steadfastness and fortitude. I extend my gratitude to all
those associated with us and pray that Almighty in His divine benevolence continues to guide us in every endeavor.
My dear students, may you all be at creative best in your cocoons till we meet again to relive the excitement of school life.
Envisioning to an astounding and phenomenal journey ahead……
Regards
Sr. Dr. Shyni Paul
Principal

Editors Note
COVID-19 : Flip the Script
MRS. DEEPIKA BHANDARI

Warm Greetings!!
With the release of the second edition of our E-magazine we express our
sincere thanks to our respected principal Sr. Dr. Shyni Paul who has been
instrumental in bringing out this marvellous version. Her constant support
and motivation helped us throughout in these tough times of Pandemic.
Not to missed is Mrs. Sonia’s mainstay whose distinctive designing and
creative mind made this humongous task so simple. Her extraordinary ideas
and imagination added excellence to our edition.
Editorial board would have been incomplete without Mrs.Priti Chawla, Mrs.
Seema Sharma and Mr.Sukhjeet who fulfilled their responsibilities nobly.
Robert Schuller said, “Tough times never last but Tough people do.” The two
years of COVID have been challenging for all of us yet on the positive note
we got the opportunity to explore our hidden potential, examining the
weakest possibilities and overcoming the tough situation.
The period of COVID- 19 will be marked as a historic page in every book.
Everyone was affected by it but one thing worthwhile to be mentioned is the
bond among all the stakeholders of St. Anne’s family including management,
teachers, students and parents. At St. Anne’s we progressed from classroom
teaching learning process to online platforms, e-library, e-competitions,
online parents teacher meetings, webinars for teachers and students, virtual
celebrations etc.
Though the possibilities were dim and resources were restricted yet Anneans
reached beyond their known abilities and proved themselves in diverse
spheres.
In this edition of our E-Magazine, we have tried to preserve the moments of
this period believing:
When a negative thought enters your mind, think three positive ones.
Train your brain to flip the script.
Happy Reading!!

MRS. TERESSA

CONTRIBUTORS

MRS. SONIA

MRS. SEEMA SHARMA

MR. SUKHJEET

Mrs. Deepika Bhandari and Mrs. Teressa
MRS. PRITI CHAWLA

My 25 years in
St. Anne's Convent School
It was in April, 1995 that my formal association as a teacher commenced with the prestigious
institution St. Anne’s Convent School, Chandigarh. Since then, it has been a process of
continuous learning while teaching. Today, I feel proud to be part of St. Anne’s family and
express my deep sense of gratitude to all those who have been part of my journey and
remained my source of strength, encouragement and motivation. Each and every responsibility
entrusted to me from time to time came as an opportunity to learn, bringing satisfaction,
contentment and fulfillment. My passion to interact with the young minds added new
dimensions to the teaching learning process, making it more inquisitive, participative, creative
and patriotic for the students.
Last twenty-five years have been the years of mutual faith, trust, respect and above all mutual
growth. There have been ample opportunities for me to contribute my level best in all areas,
academic as well as extracurricular. It has always been a pleasure to prepare students for the
stage shows, plays, dramas and dance performances. The appreciations received from the
Management, Principals, Faculty members, parents and students shall always be cherished for
all times to come.
I wish to place on record my sincere appreciations for the vision of the Management, Principals
and the well-wishers of my beloved institution for understanding the need of the hour and
adding need-based infrastructure as and when required. I further regard it as a blessing to be
part of Team St. Anne’s, playing my role to the best of my abilities. With the blessings of Rt.
Rev. Bishop Dr. Gilbert B. Rego, the golden architect of SimlaChandigarh Diocese to Rt. Rev.
Bishop Dr. Ignatius Loyola Mascarenhas, it has been a marvelous academic journey for me
throughout.
I am grateful to Rev. Fr. Dr. Robert Fernandez, Manager, Sr. Dr. Shyni Paul, Principal for
recognizing my service and contributions on my 25th work anniversary. I am sure that Sr. Dr.
Shyni Paul’s hard work, commitment, and dedication will further take our institution to the new
heights of glory and excellence. My best wishes and prayers shall always remain with St.
Anne’s Convent School.
Same is the feeling today as Robert Frost once had
‘The woods are lovely, dark and deep,
But I have promises to keep,
And miles to go before I sleep,
And miles to go before I sleep’.
Vandna Mehta
Teacher since April, 199

RETIRED FRATERNITY
MRS.AMITA SOOD, a very talented and excellent craft teacher
served 29 years in St. Anne’s convent. She says that she adopted
the school motto “Let your Light Shine”, the day she joined St.
Anne’s and will continue to follow it throughout her life. Very pious
by nature, she believes thatthe spiritual light is in every human
being. Her message for all the educators is that we should be very
focused towards our mission and the job assigned to us and always
strive to give our best.

MRS.NEELAM SHARMA, taught Hindi to senior classes. When asked
about her philosophy of life, Quoting the Geeta Saar, she said that she
believes in Karma irrespective of the results. A simple, dedicated and
soft-spoken person with an experience of 21 years of her service in St.
Anne’s, she says, “Teaching is a great responsibility as we are shaping
the future of our country and in this High-tech world everything is
available to the students, but what they need is the correct direction
by the teachers.

MRS NARENDER PAL KAUR, a Math and Science teacher in
junior wing for around 10 years. She believes in the philosophy of
Swami Vivekananda— “Stop not till the Goal is reached.” When
asked about teaching, she said mockingly that teaching is in her
blood as she hails from the family of Professors and Principals but
according to her “An excellent teacher is the one who can
understand the requirement and needs of the students and modify
her teaching accordingly.” She believes that teaching helps in the
growth of students as well as the teacher.

MEMORIAM

1971-2021

A Dedicated journey of 25 years!

Wherever a beautiful soul has been, there is trail of beautiful memories,
Mr. Birbal has been a part of St. Anne’s for more than 25 years. An extensive and memorable journey of dedicated
service is still unforgettable. A man of broad smile, contentment on his face, he was never seen troubled. Always busy in
his work and performing every task happily and willingly was his usual habit. His cordiality is evident from the fact that
till date whenever his name is mentioned, the management, the faculty of school, the students who knew him well, his
co-workers give a warm look and tend to recall that cheerful face.
To quote his one of the co-workers, Mr. Das, “He was very hard working, loyal and affectionate person. Whenever any
duty was assigned to him, he used to fulfil it with his utmost vigour.” His children idolize him as their role model, a
father who was always in uniform fulfilling the responsibilities of his family and never used to rest from his services and
duties. His eldest daughter Ekta commits to fulfil the dream of his loving father. Birbal Bhaiya was, and would remain
an important part of St. Anne’s Family. We can never thank him enough for his valuable contribution in the
development of our institution.

He will be missed forever.

OUR COVID-19 TIMELINE
March 16th 2020 - March 31st 2022

March 16th 2020
School was closed until further notice
Mid-April 2020
We formed WhatsApp groups to connect with our class students
and started sending worksheets and videos of the topics.

4th May 2020
We connected with the students virtually. The blackboard and chalk were replaced by mobiles
and laptops and the new normal was ‘Am I audible?’, ‘Am I visible?’, ‘Turn on your camera.’,

4th July 2020
The school library launched the state-of-the-art E-Library named ‘Anneans E-Library’ to support
home learning and take the children into the world of reading and broaden their worldview
despite being stuck in their homes.

6th -15th July 2020
10 days’ training was given to 22 teachers by Mrs. Hannah to effectively use the features of Microsoft
Teams in the month of July 2020.

11th July 2020
We achieved a milestone when the Periodic Test-1 were held on Google Forms.

20th July 2020
Workshop for teachers - Webinar on ‘Cyber-security and AI applications in teaching’ was conducted
by Kips Publishers.

25th - 30th July 2020
Basic Computer Training was conducted for the teachers by all the Computer
teachers to create awareness about the basics of computer and using online classes.

31st Oct, 2020
The first online Parent-Teacher Meetings were held to apprise the parents about the progress of their
wards. The teachers were flooded with praise and appreciation for the hard work and enthusiasm with
which they took their classrooms to the homes of their students. So, the academic session forged ahead
VIRTUALLY!

December 2020
LA competitions in the month of December and January and our students took part in it with a lot of
enthusiasm. Our students excelled in the Silverzone Olympiads, appearing for the mock test and prepared
for the online test with a lot of vigour. The year 2020 ended with an impressive Christmas Programme
‘Gloria 2020’ spreading the beautiful message of Christ’s birth in COVID-19 times.

OUR COVID-19 TIMELINE

2021 - 2022
January 2021
January, the time when anxious parents wait for draw of lots for the admission of their little ones which
is the first step towards getting education for a child. For the first time, the results were declared live
on YouTube – another feather in the St. Anne’s cap.

26th January 2021
We thanked God for small mercies as Sister Principal invited all the teachers to school to witness the
unfurling of the national flag. It was a joyous moment to meet our colleagues after 10 months.

February 2021
The management decided to conduct offline pre-board for classes X and XII. Parents were apprised of
all the arrangements and the safety measures taken by the school for conducting the examination.

March 2021
March saw the wrap up of the academic year with the final exams and results – online.

26th March to 3rd April 2021
Microsoft Teams training for KG Teachers was conducted

6th April 2021
The new academic session started on 6th April 2021 with an online prayer service and orientation
program, teachers shared the video with students . The students, especially the little ones, felt
nostalgic after watching the video.

15th August 2021
E-magazine: ‘The Annean Crysalis’ was the launched

24th August 2021
Offline Practical exams for Class XII students started.
9th September 2021
Teachers started taking online classes from school

OUR COVID-19 TIMELINE

2021 - 2022
1st October 2021
To enable the students to clear their doubts and personal interaction with the teachers in classroom
situations, offline classes for IX and X students started

21st & 22nd October 2021
NAS 2021 (National Achievement Survey) mock test 1 were conducted offline for classes III, IV,
VIII and X in the school.
8th & 12th November 2021

NAS 2021 (National Achievement Survey) mock test 2 and final exam were conducted offline for
classes III, IV, VIII and X in the school.

December 2021
The year 2021 ended with an impressive Christmas Programme ‘The Fourth Wise: The Journey of
following the Star to Enlightenment’

January 2022
We ushered in the New Year with Optimistic vision. Live streaming of Draw of Lots for Kindergarten
admissions. Students from age group of 15-18 were motivated for COVID vaccination. Periodic test III
of classes IX and XI was conducted online.

February 2022
Uncertainties among Pandemic continued. Periodic test III of classes X and XII was conducted online.

March 2022
Conduct of Annual examination and Completion of Academic year (2021-22) with God’s Grace.
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Corona Warriors of St. Anne's Convent School

POWERING THROUGH THE PANDEMIC

POWERING THROUGH THE PANDEMIC

Live Stream of Draw of Lots on YouTube
A new year is a new beginning. It is like a new birth. Everyone looks forward to the New Year with hope,
anticipation, excitement and anxiety! Yes, it is also the time of the year when anxious parents wait for draw
of lots for the admission of their little ones getting ready to take the first step towards starting school. Every
parent wants their children to study in the best school of the city. St. Anne’s has always advocated a
transparent admission process by following the procedure of draw of lots system for admissions. It was no
different during the pandemic. For the first time, on ……. Jan 2021 the results were streamed live on YouTube
and the parents could view the results from the comfort of their homes– another feather in the St. Anne’s
cap.

OUR
COVID
WARRIORS

STUDENT “MASKETEERS”

REMARKABLE WORK DURING THE PANDEMIC
Suhani Chawla of Class XII, received special award for her remarkable
work during the pandemic by PGIMER, Chandigarh. She had set up the
Chandigarh branch of MFI (Masks for India) and now controls the
frontline operations in Chandigarh as the Managing Director – She
formed and led a team of 12 fundraisers, successfully raised Rs.56,255/-,
worked in the PR space by writing to 33 celebrities for their support, MFI
supported by Akshay Kumar, Sonu Sood, etc. ,and partnered with NGO “I
Am Still Human” and “Helping Booth” to assist in the distribution of
essentials. She is also Quoted amongst Student “MASKETEERS” to fight
COVID-19 in Hindustan Times Delhi (student edition) for her
contributions as Managing Director, Chandigarh, Masks For India, (9th
July 2020).

LENDING A HELPING HAND

O U T R E A C H

P R O G R A M M E S

Mrs. Neelma, the representative of St. Anne’s Convent School,
distributing groceries and other essential items during the
pandemic to the poor and needy in the community, especially to
those who lost their livelihood during this struggling time.

E- LIBRARY: INCLUSION OF DIOCESE & OTHER PRIVATE SCHOOLS
Following the lockdown, everyone at school was concerned with regards to accessibility to our
Information Center. Mrs. Sonia our Librarian, took up this challenge and worked tirelessly from home to
ensure that our library continued to serve a central role. She created a Virtual Library (Annean’s Elibrary) , without any financial investment, for all stakeholders to access digital books, daily read-aloud,
learning resources, and personalized reference assistance, all from the safety of their homes. Beyond
our school limits, Mrs. Sonia has helped other school librarians around the tri-city area to bridge the gap
between their respective schools and stakeholders.

A webinar session held online on 5th August 2021 on the topic of
‘How
teachers
should
design
competency-based
assessments to boost Higher-Order Thinking Skills in
students’ was conducted by Mrs. Sneh Lata – our Senior
Computer Teacher in collaboration with Centre for Teacher
Accreditation (CENTA®) is a Bangalore-based social enterprise,
with the mission of making teaching an aspirational profession
by assessing and certifying the competencies of teachers,
connecting them to a range of career opportunities, rewards and
recognition, and supporting their professional development.
PROMOTING THE SPIRIT OF NATIONAL UNITY AND COMMUNAL
HARMONY.

On 27 November, an army truck was flagged off by Smt.
Jayshree Sharma, d/o former President of India Late Shri
Shankar Dayal Sharma, promoting the spirit of national
unity and communal harmony.
It was the joint initiative of Yuvsatta, NGO with schools of
the tricity, including St. Anne's Convent School. Smt.
Jayshree Sharma also felicitated the representatives of the
partner schools whose students contributed new woollens
for their friends in Ladakh.

ORIENTATION PROGRAMME

An E- orientation program embarking the new session2021-22 was conducted
for parents. We sought God’s blessings with new hopes and new aspirations.
Tips on effective parenting were shared .
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MORNING PRAYER
& ASSEMBLY

HOW WE

ONLINE EDUCATION
ACCESSED VIA
MOBILE

ONLINE EDUCATION
ACCESSED VIA
DESKTOP

ONLINE EDUCATION
ACCESSED VIA
LAPTOP

WHITE BOARD
REPLACED
GREEN BOARD

CONNECTED
ONLINE ACTIVITES

WEBINARS FOR
STUDENTS

ACADEMIC LAURELS
Challenges awaited us in the form of board exams for class X and XII. As usual, we faced it
head on and made the necessary arrangements so the examinations could be conducted
smoothly. The teachers managed both offline and online forms of evaluation
simultaneously with great finesse.

Excellence is to do a common thing in an uncommon way
2019-20
The scholastic performance of our students in CBSE Class X and XII for the session 2019-20 was
outstanding. The honor of being the topper of the batch of Class X was earned by Prachi with
98.4% and in Class XII, Sree Divya Manuru emerged as topper by scoring 97.8% in Medical Stream
while Trisha Pathria scored 97% in Commerce stream. Yashvardhan took the lead in Non-Medical
stream with 95.6% marks.
2020-21
Anneans made their mark again!!!! While in Class X, Dhruva J.Herrick and Sanyam Kansal had the
laurel of being toppers of the school with 99.6%, in Class XII, Mehar Gujral in Medical stream and
Kaynaat Sethi in Commerce stream scored 97.8% emerging as the toppers. Ashmita Monga
clinched the first position in Non-Medical by scoring 97.2% marks.

We look back at the past two years as a period of tremendous growth and learning – an
opportunity to push past existing limits and find innovative solutions to new problems.
Through all of the curveballs and shortcomings, St. Anne’s has held fast its teachings,
morals and steadfast spirit to better shape the leaders of tomorrow.
Today, looking around, every landscape reminds us that there is beauty in the world. The
Corona Warriors fighting selflessly and ceaselessly to ensure a safe world for all, world
leaders who under tense conditions are working to hold up security for all, and every
individual who fights a trying battle everyday silently, or otherwise – builds hope. Hope is a
powerful healer and something that can unite people towards a better tomorrow. Together,
we will all triumph.

“I can’t change the direction of the wind, but I can adjust my
sails to always reach my destination.”

2019-20

Medical and Non-Medical Stream

PRABHNOOR

SREE DIVYA
Medical

Medical

96%

97.8%

TANVI MALHOTRA
Non-Medical

94.4%

DEV TAGEJA
Non-Medical

94.4%

KARTIK VERMA
Non-Medical

94.4%

JAPNEET KAUR
Medical

95.4 %

YASHVARDHAN
Non-Medical

95.6%

MANSEERAT KAUR
Non-Medical

SHREYA SAXENA
Non-Medical

HITIKA
Non-Medical

93.6%

93.4%

92.8 %

Commerce Stream

TRISHA PATHRIA
Commerce

97%

GURPREET RANA
Commerce

SOUMYA GARG
Commerce

96.6%

96.2%

TANISHA GUPTA
Commerce

96.2%

ANKIT
Commerce

96%

MADHAV PASRICHA
Commerce

TANIYA GOYAL
Commerce

TEJAL PATHRIA
Commerce

GURMANPREET KAUR
Commerce

95%

95%

94.2%

94.2%

HARLEEN KAUR GILL
Commerce

95%

SACS
SCHOLAR
To shine like the sun, first burn like the sun.”
APJ Abdul Kalam

Dear Friends,
Through this article, I share with you the ultimate
mantra for success- hard work.
The classes of 11th and 12th are very stressful in every
student's life, for they are the career building years.
Vast syllabus, short time, competitive exams, board
exams - all may leave a student perplexed. But the
most practical way to crack this hard time
successfully is hard work.
Hard work always pays off. Motivation is the fuel for
hard work and goal is the source of motivation. So,
set a goal first.
‘Excellence is a continuous process, not an accident.’
Each day counts, so start early. Continuous hard work
makes you habitual and lessens your burden. I
studied each day assuming I would be questioned
tomorrow. I made a timetable for each hour of the
day and when I achieved it I rewarded myself with a
few moments of relaxation. Plan your time
meticulously. Maximally utilize it. Timetables should
be practical and achievable.
Avoid rote learning. Understand the concept, make
hand notes. Be a creative learner and enjoy the
subject. Clear your doubts, our school have one of
the best faculties. I used to make short concise notes
for some topics, made formula charts and stick them
on the walls of my room. One of the most intractable
issues faced by students is balancing between
practical and theory.

SREE DIVYA MANURU
MEDICAL STREAM TOPPER-97.8%

Believe me, the best way to tackle this is to attend the practical classes and complete the files as directed by
the teacher. This way you would easily understand the experiments. Be regular and do not leave anything for
tomorrow because if the work gets piled up then it becomes very cumbersome to cover up. Many a time
failures digress us from our path and leave us dejected. In such times, I used to analyze where I went wrong and
made amends. Believe in yourself, nothing is impossible. Perseverance is the oar using which you can wade
through this sea of competition. I stayed away from social media especially during the exam time. Ward off
distractions. I did meditation early morning to improve my concentration. Among all the hard work give
yourself some time. Relax your mind, eat healthy food and stay energetic. All what I achieved is the result of
concerted efforts put forth by my teachers, parents and my colleagues. With the blessings of our Principal Sr.
Dr. Shyni Paul and all my teachers, I was able to overcome every obstacle successfully.
So friends, dream big, aim high, work tirelessly towards your goal when you have the time within your hands, for
when your efforts bear you fruits, you cherish them whole life. Let your light shine and make the school proud!!

SACS
SCHOLAR
“It is not important that you add years to your life but it
is important that you add life to the years you live”. This
quote holds true for me. I entered the gates of this
extraordinary institution “St. Anne’s” in 2018. As the time
flew by, I started to just jell along and then came the
most incredible two years that everyone strives to live.
I am overwhelmed to have become part of IIT Bombay,
but I think no words in this world can fit in my
gratitude for the people who have made it possible. My
teachers

played

a

very

important

role

in

this

memorable journey. Gurjeet Ma’am, Mukta Ma’am,
Shivani Ma’am, Enna Ma’am, Babita Ma’am, Vikas Sir,
Kennedy

Sir

always

supported

more

than

my

expectations and they all pushed me to do what they
thought

I

was

capable

of.

Motivational

and

encouraging words filled with blessings and good
wishes from our extraordinary principal Sr. Dr. Shyni
Paul continue to imbibe extra energy and boost
confidence to perform better. I feel, it is the outcome of
blessings of all my teachers that I could reach here and
my name could find top slot in the list of successful
students of Non-Medical batch 2019-20. You all are
wonderful and I feel proud to thank you all for making

YASHVARDHAN

NON MEDICAL STREAM TOPPER-95.6%

learning our passion and help ignite the flame to set
ablaze our dreams.
I also express my gratitude to the most deserving non-teaching staff who at the back end maintain our records,
keep the campus clean, safe, secure and provide transportation to reach us school in time and drop back home
safe. I cherish all these memories feeling proud to be an Annean.
My sincere advice to my fellow Anneans is to make the best use of the time spent here at this amazing
institution to lay strong foundations for the careers you have planned for. Unwrap the packages of your caliber
and true potential. Put in your best and you will find your dreams, turning true. Cherish every movement of
your schooling and enjoy every bit of life and make most amazing memories, to look back as I do.
I wish you all the very best.

SACS
SCHOLAR
TINY CHANGES, REMARKABLE RESULTS

"Take up one idea. Make that one idea your life--think
of it, dream of it, and live on that idea. Let the brain,
muscles, nerves, every part of your body, be full of
that idea, and just leave every other idea alone. This
is the way to success." - Swami Vivekananda
Slowly re-read it and understand. These words have
so much power. When it says to make that one idea
your life, it implies the decisions you make in your
life until your goal is accomplished should revolve
considering that ONE IDEA as your soul.
And my ONE IDEA was to form micro habits.

All big things come from small beginnings so start by
taking that tiny decision of forming habits. I started
with formulating a timetable that consisted of
weekly goals. My focus each day was to go through
every subject in small chunks. Real change comes
from the compound effect of hundreds of small
decisions
–
doing
three-five
questions
for
accountancy, for English writing an article or notice,
or reading just two pages of the Indian economy.
Therefore, I made it a habit to choose a topic from
each subject and revise it. Revising the topics
consistently made it easier for me the next time I
went through the subject. This made me enjoy the
process. Also, when I say every day, I do not mean I
lived in the greatest illusion of making every day
perfect.

TRISHA PATHRIA
COMMERCE STREAM TOPPER-97.8%

There were days when I missed achieving my full potential. But the key here is to never miss more than once.
Get back on track as quickly as possible. If you could not study as you planned yesterday, do more today.
Surrounding yourself with friends who can influence you to attain your highest productivity makes a great
difference. Sitting down with people who are on the same page as you are, creates healthy competition. This
competition is an asset when it comes to performing to your best capability. Tiny changes are what lead to
remarkable results. Focusing on everyday goals rather than long-term goals was my mantra. This helped me to
remain consistent for 24/7/365 days of the year.

2019-20

PRACHI
98.4%

NIVESH
AGGARWAL
97.2%

SHREYA 96%

TANYA
UPADHYAY
95.2%

SAANVI LAROIA
97.4 %

IPSITA
CHAUDHARY
97%

AARNA GUPTA
96%

BHAVNEET KAUR
SAINI 95.2%

JAVIN KUMAR
GARG 96.6%

MIHIKA ARORA
95.2%

AVI BANSAL
95%

EVAN SHARMA
96.4 %

KANISHKA PAL
95.2%

SARGUN KAUR
95%

SACS
SCHOLAR
When I entered St. Anne's as a kid, I had a wholesome
school life to live; it was a beginning of a new life, a new
journey; instead, I would say, a roller coaster ride. I had so
many dreams to live up to and aspirations to fulfill. And
now, when I look back, these 11 years have given me so
much, taught me essential life skills and turned me into
what I’m today. All these years were full of learnings, fun,
emotions, ups and downs, and all the memories that I
would cherish all my life.
From the beginning, I was fortunate to have been taught
by the teachers who have put in all the efforts to bring
out the best in me. It was a mother-daughter relationship
for me; they loved me, nurtured me and even rebuked
me when I was wrong and oriented my career in the
right direction. At every step, I have had teachers who
gave me opportunities to explore different horizons, be it
debates, quizzes, drawing and painting, or IT related and
pushed me to work beyond my limits each time. They
always believed in me, kept me motivated and taught
me to aim high. I still remember these words, “Shoot for
the moon. Even if you miss, you'll land among the stars.”

PRACHI

CLASS X TOPPER-98.4%

Getting a decent percentage in boards had always been
my dream. Listening to the toppers of each year added
fuel to my desire of being one of them. But of course, it
didn't seem that easy.

When we entered class 10th, there was a natural pressure of appearing in the board exams by the end of the
year. But on the very first day, our subject teachers made us believe that our efforts combined with their
guidance could do wonders. Being consistent throughout the year was the first and the most important
practice for me. I believe this is helpful not only in academics but also in other co-curricular activities. Taking
each subject seriously and with equal importance is a must, and practice as much as you can but always
remember not to stress rather maintain a healthy and happy mind. Class tests to pre boards, the teachers put
in a lot of effort to help us test our preparation and excel even in the subjects we are afraid of. Making proper
notes and attending all the classes are always helpful in a detailed understanding of the chapters.
Conceptual learning throughout the year and an effective revision can definitely help you score marks that
you have always wished for! I would say make the most out of your school life, cherish each and every moment
and keep striving towards your goal.
To end up, I can proudly say that from this point wherever I go, St. Anne’s is a part of my identity, and I
promise to hold it higher.

CLASS XII
2020-21

Total number of students appeared - 105
No. of students scored above 90%
-44
No. of Students scored 80% to 89.9% - 49

SACS
SCHOLAR
Conceive. Believe. Achieve
These 3 words are what I would like to call my success
mantra. You don't have to keep studying for 8 hours to
have good grades, you just have to conceive on what all
you have to do, make a to-do list. The next step is to believe
that you can do it,have confidence in your self. There will
be days when you'll be all sad,tired and may even be
depressed, but that's okay, that's just how life is, you need
to come out of it stronger and have faith that there will be
a better and brighter tomorrow. And when you will be on a
path to follow these 2 steps, the third will come running to
you right away.
Go to parties, have fun.
Now I know what you all will be thinking, good grades and
parties?? How can they even be related? Let me tell you
how, when you keep on studying, you keep saturating
yourself and then comes the time when you feel you are so
done with everything. What you need to do right here is
maintain the balance between your studies and going out.
Don't go on making a full time table but just an hourly
analysis on how you will take the day forward.
And most importantly, Study only when you want to, don't
force yourself to sit on study table, take your time, order
some good food and then sit on the chair when you're fully
content with everything else.
I know when we sit to study there are tons of other things
coming from nowhere straight in our head, for that you
need to have a, BRAIN DUMP LIST, keep a paper with you
and just write it down, then after your study time have a
look at it and think all what you want to about it. But make
sure, when you study,it just has to be study.
Break your mental barriers and free yourself from
overthinking about things that don't even matter.
And remember, HARD WORK, WILL POWER AND
DEDICATION. This is all you require.

MEHER GUJRAL

MEDICAL STREAM TOPPER-97.8%

SACS
SCHOLAR
First and foremost, I’d like to express my gratitude to
revered sister principal for this wonderful
opportunity. I am deeply honoured today. I would like
to extend my gratitude to the lovely teachers who
have guided me throughout my time at St. Anne’s.
My brother and parents have always encouraged and
supported me and I am grateful to them all.
I started at St. Anne’s when I was in LKG and the next
14 years until I graduated from class 12th, were
incredible. I’m having a hard time bidding farewell to
my alma mater. I recall waiting for the bus at the stop,
morning prayers, lunch breaks, games period, picnics
and well ,the list is long. The best part was how I
wished for my name to be written on the Roll of
Honour Board whenever I crossed the reception. Like
any other student, I also wished for the school to be
over soon ,waiting for the holidays but here I am
,reminiscing my school days. Today I can also say that
I was transformed from a sapling to a well grown tree.
For all the fellow Anneans, my advice to you guys
would be to never stop learning because life never
stops teaching. Make the most of your time and
explore as much as you can so as to discover your
true potential. Don’t be afraid of failures because
sometimes the harder you fall, the stronger you rise.

ASHMITA MONGA

NON MEDICAL STREAM TOPPER-97.2%

Always remember that at the end of the day you are
your greatest competitor, so work hard on yourself to
be the best version of yourself.
I would like to thank this institution once more for all
the beautiful memories and for moulding me into the
person I am today.
I wish you all the very best.

SACS
SCHOLAR
After spending 14 foundational years of my life in this
temple of learning, I find it hard to express my
gratitude to St. Anne's in few words. I still find it hard to
believe that I'm a college student now. It seems like
only yesterday that I took my first tiny steps into this
realm of knowledge. The journey to become the person
I am today began on the very first day I entered this
prestigious institution. We pupils are only able to
develop ourselves and bring out the best in us because
of the teachers' perseverance. I experienced my share of
setbacks, but it was my teachers' inspiration, trust, and
commitment that kept me going and I firmly believe
that their prayers and thoughts will help me achieve
my goals in the future.
My experiences at St. Anne’s are some of the most
treasured memories. Learning has always been a simple
and engaging process here and it was no different
when we transitioned to a new mode of instruction:
online classes. Teachers, in fact, worked relentlessly to
assist us in adapting the challenge. Our school not only
enables children succeed academically, but also serves
as a forum for their overall development.
It's difficult for me to comprehend that I won't be
attending school any longer. The school bell, morning
prayers, the reluctance of returning to class after lunch
breaks, friends and my teachers, all will be greatly
missed.
Finally, I would strongly advise all my juniors to work
hard, be steadfast in the pursuit of your goals, have faith
in yourself and trust your mentors. Nobody will ever be
able to stop you. “Believe you can and you are halfway
there”

KAYNAAT SETHI

COMMERCE STREAM TOPPER-97.8%

CLASS X
2020-21

Total number of students appeared - 240
No. of students scored above 90% - 111
No. of Students scored 80% to 89.9% - 75

SACS
SCHOLAR
Swami Vivekananda once said “Take up one idea. Make
that one idea your life; dream of it; think of it; live on
that idea. Let the brain, the body, muscles, nerves, every
part of your body be full of that idea, and just leave
every other idea alone. This is the way to success”.
I have an idea, a dream that I want to make a reality. A
cherished and nurtured dream for many years now. I
want to make that a reality. Many say that we are
young and do not know the ways of the world. Well, I
say that we do not need to know the ways of the world,
we just need to have a dream, and put our complete
focus on it. I am trying to do the same.
My focus on my attempt to gain knowledge has been
inculcated by my mother over many years. It has now
become a habit of mine to involve myself deeply in
what I study. I attempt to understand the underlying
basics of any topic and the interlinked concepts, which
helps in developing a better understanding of the
topic. I have understood that there should be time for
oneself, a playtime, a time of fun with family and
friends. These times though limited are important for
me as they help me relax, and rejuvenated.
The success mantra that I believe and am trying to
inculcate in my life is to work hard, as hard as possible
to achieve my dream, all the while trying to stay happy
and make my loved ones happy.
Stay happy and share a smile and work the hardest!

DHRUVA J HERRICK
CLASS X TOPPER -99.6%

SACS
SCHOLAR
The Covid-19 pandemic has altered everyone’s lives significantly
and students have certainly not been exempted from this. The
emergence of this virus forced the educational schools worldwide
to adopt distance learning mode. The sudden shift to remote
online exams, coupled with the uncertainties of the pandemic,
raised very serious challenges for both the educational institutions
and the students.
Online education was definitely daunting at first because it was
the ‘unknown’ for so many of us. Further, with numerous
distractions at home, it was common to lose focus every few
minutes and feel frustrated. This further lead to stress, which
reduced the retention power. Being an extrovert and a social child,
the pandemic particularly affected me mentally.I missed my
friends, lunch break and having fun during sports period. This
became a deterrent not only in my academics but also towards
my general outlook in life.
As the time passed and exam dates approached, the pressure of
not being able to concentrate doubled. I realized the importance
of perceiving this entire situation positively and welcoming it as
the new normal. I tried to plan a daily schedule and set realistic
goals. Intricately, I even set the time to complete a particular topic
or task. This immensely helped me to stay focused and improve
my productivity.
I kept my long term ambitions in mind so as to keep myself
motivated and on track with my goals. I also supplement my study
with fun activities to break the monotony.

Even though I was

extremely comfortable in my home, during examinations and
online classes, I ensured that I was fully dressed, well fueled, and in
a sensible study space (which did not include my bed). This really
helped me to concentrate well and mimic the traditional system
of assessment.
Last but not the least, I attribute my achievement in examinations
to my parents and teachers who gave unconditional support and

SANYAM KANSAL
CLASS X TOPPER -99.6%

positive reinforcement which motivated me throughout. Regular
revisions and tests conducted by the teachers brought a comfort
in knowing that I have power over the exam. In the end, I would
like to thank God for showering his blessings upon me and staying
with me through these tough times.
Success mantra: Stay focused while studying. It is important to
produce maximum output in less time!

A W A R D S

&

A C H I E V E M E N T S

Sr. Dr. Shyni Paul, our respected school principal, was awarded by
the Sh. Ramesh Pokhriyal, Hon’ble Education Minister, Govt of India
for BEST PRINCIPAL AWARD who served the Humanity during the
Covid-19 Pandemic.

Mrs. Sonia was awarded by the Sh. Ramesh Pokhriyal, Hon’ble
Education Minister, Govt. of India for BEST TEACHER AWARD (Library
Services Category) who served the Humanity during the Covid-19
Pandemic.

PISA Mathematical literacy group of Chandigarh has started the initiative
named ‘MATHLETE’ which was circulated in all the schools of Chandigarh.
The first series of ‘MATHLETE’ (6th to 8th) was designed by our Mathematics
Teacher & PISA Nodal Officer Mrs. Poonam Kukreja. She was the master
trainer (Mathematics) for PISA, CBSE resource person for the training
sessions on Critical and Creative thinking.

Mrs. Sneh Lata, senior computer teacher with over 30 years of experience was
awarded by Bhaarati- an ideal of Humanity & Compassion for 'INSPIRATIONAL
EDUCATOR OF THE YEAR'

Mrs. Puja Puri, honoured by Respected Sister Principal for being selected
The Charter President of Rotary Club of Dharamshala City RI Distt.3070

A W A R D S

&

A C H I E V E M E N T S

Mrs. Linda D'Silva, Academic Coordinator honoured by Sr. Dr. Shyni
Paul, Principal in appreciation for Academic Development.

Mrs. Sonia, School Librarian honoured by Sr. Dr. Shyni Paul, Principal in
appreciation for creating 1st e-library in St. Anne's Convent School in tricity.

Mrs. Hannah, Activity Coordinator honoured by Sr. Dr. Shyni Paul,
Principal in appreciation for Online Training to teaching staff.

Mrs. Babita Gupta , PISA English coordinator & Nodal Officer Hub of
Learning honoured by Sr. Dr. Shyni Paul, Principal in appreciation for
Academic Development.

Mrs. Poonam Kukreja , PISA Nodal Officer & PISA Mathematics Coordinator
honoured by Sr. Dr. Shyni Paul, Principal in appreciation for Academic
Development.

Mrs. Chetna Malhotra , PISA Science Coordinator honoured by Sr. Dr.
Shyni Paul, Principal in appreciation for Academic Development.

Lavya Junas of class III C was awarded ‘The Child Prodigy Award 2021’. Lavya is an eightyear-old prodigy who has amazing flare and an accent in English language. She has read
many books which includes series of Diary of Wimpy Kid, Harry Potter, Minecraft etc. This
prodigy has created her own YouTube channel where she gives movie and book reviews

Jevy Jain Class III-E had participated in International creative writing competition held
by the newspaper ‘The Little Scoop’ in the month of June, 2020. She has been awarded
with 5th international rank in the junior category.

Vinayak Sharma of Class XI A won first prize in “Blog Creation Competition” in
Computer Carnival organised by ” Koshish Educators Network” . Tricity school
students participated in this competition.

Araina Nagpal received an award for ‘Best Upcoming Child Blogger of the Year 2021’
(Chandigarh).

Nivesh Aggarwal qualified for Kishore Vaigyanik Protsahan Yojana (KVPY) and scored All
India Rank 31. He is the first student from our school to qualify for this Fellowship
Programme of Government of India. Nivesh Aggarwal also made us proud by qualifying
NTSE stage1 with 4th position.

Purva Sood of Class VIII was awarded Rs.25000 to develop a prototype of her proposed
innovative idea of gas stove alarm.

Yogyata Kumari of Class X E won a third prize in the Inter-state singing competition
conducted for ‘ No Tabacco Day’. She wrote the song herself. The name of the song is
“death kiss”

Bhuvika Singla of Class UKG B was declared as ‘The little champion’ for participating in the
Cycle Rally organized by the MUNICIPAL CORPORATION CHANDIGARH & SMART CITY
CHANDIGARH. She cycled for 7.5 kms. The Guest of Honors were Sh. Ravi Kant Sharma
(Mayor Chandigarh) & Smt. Anindita Mitra ( MC Chandigarh, IAS ).

Sanya Vardhan of Class XI secured first position in the ‘No Tobacco’ Competition
organised by MACT and the Central State Library.

Divyum Kumar Kinger of Class XI A was awarded Rs.21000 to make a prototype of his
proposed innovative idea of platform for Divyang Travellers. He developed Healthy &
Hygienic Train Travel for the Disabled to help physically disabled/challenged people to
board & deboard the train with ease.

Mokshit Goyal student of Class II C won 2nd prize in poster making competition
conducted by TS Central State Library Chandigarh.

RIMT WORLD SCHOOL has organized virtual competitions ‘BIZZUP-2021’. for the
students of tri-city. Anuva Taneja V-C secured first position in Futurama.

Kritika Rastogi of XII B won the first prize in Short Mobile Video competition (senior
category). category) jointly organised by CCPCR and non-profit Yuvsatta. As part of the
initiative, Children had to ponder and reflect on life in COVID times and based upon those
experiences children prepared creatives including posters, gif animation, short mobile
video contest, short story, comic poem, comic strip and COVID heroes contest.

Nityam Bhaskar VI B Won Best Shining Star award from Imperial Glitz India

Vridhi Sharma of Class III E has won the First Prize in State level Dance
Competition organized by We Academy at Zirakpur. She got certificate and the
cash prize of Rs.5100.

Divija Malhotra Of Class X B won the 1st Prize with a Cash Prize 1000/- and
a Certificate in a Quiz Competition organized by Department of
Environment, Chandigarh Administration & Youth Innovative Society on the
occasion of World Environment Day.

JANNAT SETHI of Class X B won the 2nd prize with a Cash Prize 800/- and a
Certificate in a Quiz Competition organized by Department of Environment,
Chandigarh Administration & Youth Innovative Society on the occasion of World
Environment Day.
Amie Anna Jino Class V C won the 2nd prize (Group B, Class 3-6 Category) in
poster making competition on “Positive impacts of pandemic due to Covid -19”
(June 2021) conducted by PNA the Puppet Theatre Chandigarh, 3rd prize in
Slogan writing competition of "National reading month celebrations" (July
2021) conducted by T. S. Central State Library, Chandigarh.

Aadya Jaiswal of Class V-C is a budding Quiz Master of our school. He has won 3rd
prize in a Quiz organized by Manav Rachna International school, Mohali. 1.
Around 150 kids (around the world) participated in round 1 and finally 4 reached to
finale. Aadya Jaiswal was the highest scorer. He won 100%scholarship and 5000
cash prize.

Ayushi Gupta of class VI -B won 3rd prize in Slogan Writing Competition organised by
T.S. Central State Library Chandigarh and On The Spot Painting Competition held at
48th Chandigarh Rose Festival.

Nakul Kanare of class V- C won 3rd prize in Slogan Writing competition conducted by
State Library Chandigarh.

Sanmay Aggarwal of UKG-C bagged 3rd position in Book Mark Making Competition in
July 2021 Reading Month organized by T.S. Central State Library Sector 17, Chandigarh.

Mehreen Kaur of class 1-A won the 1st Prize in Flower Arrangement Competition
(Category A) conducted by T S.Central State Library, Chandigarh.

Pratishtha Bhatnagar of class V-D won the 1st Prize in Flower Arrangement Competition
(Category B) conducted by T S.Central State Library, Chandigarh.

Hirdhay deep Singh of class VII-C won the 2nd Prize in Flower Arrangement
Competition (Category B) conducted by T S.Central State Library, Chandigarh.

Viti of class V-B won the 3rd Prize in Flower Arrangement Competition (Category B)
conducted by T S.Central State Library, Chandigarh

Trisha Vaidya VA won consolation prize in All India National Level Art Contest
organized by Art Chitra kala and Amazon voucher worth 500/-.

Navya Sharma III B won 3rd prize in National level Hindi poetry competition
—“Rastriya Dinker kavy path pratiyogita "

Namya Aggarwal UKG C Got 3rd prize in drawing competition by AU finance Bank
Chandigarh

Alexander Kadian II-B and Adaline UKG represented St. ANNE'S CONVENT SCHOOL and
got featured in National League Calendar2022 based on CELEBRATING UNPARALLELED
ROLE OF BICYCLE IN HUMAN'S LIFE. Around 80 kids from 50 schools of 5 states ( 10 cities )
got selected ( out of 2000 aspirants ) for this initiative in Global Interest.

Ridhi XD won first position in B rand master event organized by COMPACT and third
position in CRIC=CRAFT conducted by COMPACT-the commerce society of MAIMS and
SRIJANA-the fine arts society of MAIMS under IPL fever event .

Jason Langpoklakpam UKG B 1st Position in Sunday school Talent show and 1st Position
in “Healthy Breakfast Competition "

Samiya Chhabra VA earned her name in India book of records for maximum times of Hindi
tongue twister.

Geet Kaur IID 1st Runner Up in India's Super Model Junior and1st prize in Dance Competition
at Bestech Square Mall

Ajmeet Singh IX B won third position in 5th National Open Gatka Championship-2021.

Namya Vijh VIII-E won second prize in All India Drawing Competition organized by the
Bombay Natural History Society (BNHS) & TATA Motors for the year 2020-21 in which she
represented Punjab.

Amen Joney Francis LKG-B won third prize in a dance competition during the Youth
Week celebrations held at Infant Jesus Church, Mohali in August 2021. He was the
youngest participant.

Navya Sehgal IV-B got second prize in Dance competition and 3rd price in Drawing
Competition at All India level organised by Sanskriti Bharat Kharagpur.

Arin Sidhu VII E won 1st prize in Christmas singing competition organised by Seventh day
Adventist Church ,Shimla.

Satvik Aggarwal and Amartya Anand of VI-E won the state level and are selected to
participate in 29th National State Children’s Science Congress 2021 going to be held
from 15th -18th February 2022 in virtual Mode. Their project title was : Marigold Plants
in Chandigarh Gardens during Winter: Awareness of Medical Value.

CREATIVE MINDS IN TINY WINDOWS

Life had come to standstill due to an
unsought ingress of Covid-19 Pandemic.
The schools were the first to be shut
down in this deadly situation as it was
the most vulnerable hub for the little
ones.
Learning must go on; Education must
not be disturbed at any cost. Online
education became ubiquitous as a result
of a Pandemic. For kindergarten, online
classes have become a new vehicle for
imparting lessons. As uncertainty
prevails over the resumption of physical
classes, Zoom, MS Teams, Google meet
became the new classrooms, inviting
both revulsion and reverence.
The month of April came. Tiny toddlers were
welcomed to join the virtual classroom
through MS TEAMS. Most of these children
had never been to school. The students and
parents were very curious about this new
classroom. The children saw their
classmates and teacher in the tiny BOXES.
People whom they never met before were
on their table peering through a screen,
everything seemed surreal since children
were not familiar with teachers, peers and
their classroom. Initially, there was a
struggle because of the new technology.
Learning took, albeit, slowly but surely.

These children were so small that they
required adult supervision and
therefore parents sat by the side of
their ward throughout the class.
Because of this remote learning,
parents were also understanding better
how the classes were progressing.
Parents became keen and active
stakeholders in a child’s learning
journey, they were abreast of what’s
happening daily. Now their queries and
doubts were cleared then and there.
Parents also enjoyed attending the
classes because they were also
discovering the child in them.
Every day the class began with the
school prayer and National Anthem.
Warm-up session was done to make the
tiny toddler enthusiastic for the class.
As these children had not gone to playschool, most of them held the pencil
awkwardly during the initial days of Eclasses. So to improve their grip on the
pencil, Tripod finger (thumb, index and
middle) activities were done to teach
students how to hold the pencil
properly. Before the pandemic, the
teacher used to hold the child’s hand to
show, how to get a proper grip on the
pencil.

Difficult task of reading, recognition and the
written practice of alphabets and numbers
were made easy with the help of online
white-boards and videos prepared by the
teachers. With wavering attention spans, the
teacher ensured that the children were
looped in the classroom by doing different
joyful activities. This also helped them in
building their cognitive and creative skills.
The curriculum was developed in such a way
that their physical, mental and emotional
growth was taken into consideration.
As the academic months progressed, the
kindergarteners were getting used to the
online teaching/learning world and
became more independent. Learning
became more joyful and technology
became more friendly.
To conclude, the gripes and
shortcomings are there in virtual classes
because of the limitation of the medium.
Though we lack the physical touch and
warmth, but through these tiny boxes of
virtual world we share the birthdays,
festivals or many other occasions of our
tiny -tots. We have become a family of
not only our students / classmates but
also of their parents, grandparents and
their siblings.

SHARING & CARING
FOR FAMILY,ANIMALS,
BIRDS & PLANTS

The kindergarten children
learnt the meaning of sharing
and caring by feeding birds
and animals. The practice of
sharing made them
understand that when
someone else is in the need a
helping hand goes a long way
without saying. When you
share, In turn , it shows you
care. Like by giving food or
water so that they should not
be hungry.

LOCKDOWN LEARNING

ANNEAN VIRTUAL LIBRARY
March 2020 changed everything when we were faced with the sudden
prospect of transferring all our services online. One of the most immediate
challenges for our library was how we could continue to facilitate access to
much-needed resources that were only available in the library in print. The
COVID-19 lockdown provided us with an opportunity to prove our worth,
explore new technologies and ensure our students access to all they need to
succeed.
The school library launched the state-of-the-art E-Library named ‘Anneans ELibrary’ on 4th July 2020, to support home learning and take the children into
the world of reading and broaden their worldview despite being stuck in their
homes. Annean’s E-library has the distinction of being the First School ELibrary in Chandigarh. We dug deep during the pandemic and worked
diligently, reaching as many staff, students, and parents to help during those
extremely challenging times.
Our librarians took a creative approach to foster student engagement and give
students access to literature. Helping students access titles they want was the
No. 1 priority for our school library. A variety of creative approaches were taken
to maintain our commitment to deliver the best library services possible, with
a priority on getting books (digital) to students. From sharing digital resources
with teachers to helping students in research projects, we have found
ourselves going beyond to guide teachers and students to engage and
educate using technology solutions.
Librarians were sharing book recommendations and engaging in readers’
advisory via interactive book displays hosted on a school’s virtual library and
they were doing whatever they could to get students interested in e-books.
Tutorials on YouTube and recorded read- aloud were frequently given to
enrich the young minds.

St. Anne’s Convent School virtual library with its resources and services
has been giving a unique learning experience to its students, parents
and teachers and is having a significant impact on teaching and learning
during this pandemic.

Monthly Annean
Library Newsletter

Holidays are fun!
I have really enjoyed my summer
vacations by doing lots of activities and
reading my favourite books. I read books
to my parents at night like Peppa Pig
books, Goldilocks and three bears,
Gingerbread man, Cinderella, Fox and
the Stork. I also did craft activities and
completed lots and lots of sticker books.
I helped my mom in baking cake. I also
helped my mom with household
activities like cleaning my room and
taking care of personal hygiene. I also
read about covid-19 preventions and
healthy food. My dad and I did word
search puzzles and wrote new words
daily.
Thank you for guiding me in spending
our vacations in a wonderful way.
Japneet Kaur, class I E.

Annean E-Book
Click on the
images to view

Respected Ma'am,
I, on behalf of Aahir Narula, class 1A, would
like to share our reading experience.
The reading calendar was very nicely
designed and very versatile. The best thing
which we liked the most was how it catered
to so many areas be it Reading , Spending
time with parents and Grandparents, Sports ,
any inspirational character etc. Our e-library
is also adaptable and has vast options to
read from. Thank you for making us aware
about the e-library. Aahir enjoyed reading
short stories and the daily newspaper. He
loved looking at pictures in the newspaper
and books that he read.
He enjoyed crossword puzzle the most and
tried baking a cake from the recipe book.
Thanks again on behalf of Aahir for showing
us other arenas to explore.
Regards,
Sheena Narula
Mother of Aahir Narula
Class 1A

CELEBRATING READING

Read a book with
family

Read a recipe &
cook with parents

Read a book
with your
siblings

Read a book
with your
Grandparent

Read health
section in a
newspaper

Promoting love for
books- Selfie with
your bookshelf

TS. CENTRAL STATE LIBRARY ACTIVITIES

Prize winning entry:
Book Mark Making

Prize winning entries:
Slogan Writing

Prize winning entries:
Flower Arrangement
Competition

Prize winning entries:
Flower Arrangement Competition

DIGITAL COMPETENCE: NEED OF THE HOUR

At the dawn of 24th March, Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi ji called for a complete
lockdown of the entire nation to contain this weirdly absurd thing that has now
affected the entire world. People call it the Novel Corona Virus, or the SARS-CoV-2. The
worst hit sector from this situation was the education sector. The Indian Education
System wasn’t ready for such an event, and that too sudden, with no plans at all.
Our Principal Sr. Dr. Shyni Paul was the greatest support during this pandemic for the
St. Anne’s Family. She encouraged all of us to go through all the trainings and be
ready to deal with future generation effectively and efficiently. Our school opted for
WebEx and then switched on to MS-Teams in the month of July 2020.
A comprehensive training was provided to all the teachers by Computer Department
as well as Microsoft professionals. It enhanced the teacher’s digital skills and
supported student’s independent learning. Holistic development was possible
because of Google, Intel and Microsoft platform who joined hands with govt. and
helped teachers to get trained with latest technologies and helped students also to
use all these successfully.
The access to resources to make learning more interactive and interesting has helped
tremendously and students have been more enthusiastic. Concepts are now explained
through videos and games. It was imperative for the teachers to keep students
engaged while being mindful of daily screen time. Students get distracted by social
media or other websites but we took a responsibility to make online classes concise,
interesting and interactive to keep students focussed.
Evidently, these two years have taught us that Online learning will sustain and Digital
competence is an absolute necessity in current times.

CBSE Skill Subject Orientation for parents

Webinar on Cyber Crime & Safety

Webinar on secure way of using smartphones

Online Cyber Quiz

ENGAGING,
ENCOURAGING
AND
EMPOWERING
SCHOOL COUNSELLOR

Due to the threat presented by Pandemic as a precaution
education changed from face to face to distance learning.
This resulted in the loss of routine and limited social
connections thereby leading to social, psychological and
academic problems. The school counsellor turned immediate
attention
to
students
and
families
to
establish
communication and lend an empathetic ear. The biggest
concern was students being able to seek help from the
counsellor. Establishing access to the text, calls and video
appointments with students and family was a big challenge
which became possible through Microsoft teams and virtual
library.
To promote mental health several webinars were conducted
on mental health, dealing with grief, coping with coronavirus
crisis with social anxiety and managing screen time, selfmotivation during Pandemic, stress management (due to
social distancing, loss of job, fear of covid-19 and its trauma)
covid-19 appropriate behaviours online safety, cyber-bullying,
gender sensitivity, moral values etc. both for parent and
students. Besides personal online sessions, several links of
yoga/meditation, career portals along motivational videos
were given. To overcome stress, fear and anxiety, inspirational
thoughts were posted on regular basis daily.
Different stress buster activities like preparing Power-point
presentations about virtual tours of places they would like to
visit, planting saplings, reading motivational books, creating
best out of waste, family time, one to one counselling via
telephones and video conference is taken up.
To promote academic goals the students were encouraged
and motivated to stay connected online. Several online
surveys were conducted for students on mental health,
health and nutrition, say no to drugs etc. These virtual tools
helped to address students academic, social and emotional
problems thereby keeping them safe and healthy
throughout.

Health is a state of complete emotional and physical
well-being. During the pandemic period, students were
made

to

understand

about

concepts

of

disease

prevention and control by giving them online sessions,
showing videos and demonstrations. Health Committee
organized

various

handwashing,

sessions

personal

on

Novel

hygiene,

Corona

nutrition

HEALTH

Virus,
during

pandemic, deworming, malaria and dengue, good and
bad combinations of food, first aid and dental hygiene.
Student’s
manner

questions

and

they

were
were

answered

encouraged

in

appropriate

to

share

their

feelings by expressing and communicating.

HEALTH AWARENESS PROGRAMME

SCHOOL DOCTOR

WE ARE SPECIAL...
SPECIAL EDUCATOR
“I wouldn’t change you for the world,
but I would change the world for you.”

The academic plans have
been specifically
constructed, keeping in
mind the students ability
and with the intend to
enable them to utilize their
maximum potential.

BUBBLE THERAPY

ART

putting thoughts, feelings, and
time onto paper through art

CRAFT

Craft is about seeing
the seed of an idea
and slowly growing
and nurturing that
seed until it flowers.

YOGA

Yoga is a mirror to look at ourselves from within-B K S Iyengar

DANCE

Dancers are the
athletes of God.

Music is a piece of
Art that goes in
the Ears straight
to the Heart.

MUSIC

NATIONAL LEVEL EXHIBITION & PROJECT
COMPETITION (NLEPC)
FOR THE INSPIRE AWARDS
National Level Exhibition and Project Competition
(NLEPC) for the INSPIRE Awards – MANAK showcased
the innovative ideas from 581 students representing
various States and UT’s of the country.
St. Anne’s clinched a berth in INSPIRE Awards MANAK
scheme conducted by State Council of Education
Research and Training Sector 32, UT Chandigarh. Two
of our students Divyum Kumar Kinger and Purva
Sood grabbed the space. from the Chandigarh region
for National level and won cash prize worth Rs.
25,000/-

MEET THE GURU & THE SHISHYA INSPIRE AWARDS - MANAKDIVYAM KUMAR KINGER

MEET THE GURU & THE SHISHYA INSPIRE AWARDS - MANAKPURVA SOOD

PROJECT PRESENTATION FOR 29TH STATE
CHILDREN’S SCIENCE CONGRESS 2021
(NCSC)
NCSC is a program of the National
Council for Science and Technology
Communication (NCSTC), Department of
Science and Technology (DST),
Government of India. NCSC’s main aim is
an ideal and innovative program for
children to inspire, empower and expand
both their mind and word.
29th Chandigarh State Children’s Science
Congress was held in Virtual Mode from
21st & 22nd Jan., and 24th & 25th
January, 2022 for Junior and Senior
Category respectively. Two teams, from
our school participated in this event.
1. Satvik Aggarwal and Amartya Anand
2. Naitik Singh Nagarkoti and Pritish Puri
Satvik Aggarwal and Amartya Anand
were selected to participate in the 29th
National Children’s Science Congress
2021.
Their project's theme is Marigold Plants
in Chandigarh Gardens during Winter:
Awareness of Medicinal Value

Satvik Aggarwal

Amartya Anand

Naitik Singh Nagarkoti

Pritish Puri

SUPPORTING

solar panel for
environmental
sustainability

Well maintained
Herbal Garden

Celebrating
Van Mahotsava

ECO-CONSCIOUSNESS
Celebrating

Best out of

Waste

ECO-FRIENDLY FAMILY CHALLENGE

CLICK TO VIEW ON

THE TIDE TURNERS PLASTIC
CHALLENGE is an initiative of
UNEP with CEE and WWF-I as
implementing partners, to involve
youth in India to take action and
inspire their community to
address the issue of Plastic in the
COVID times. To adapt to the
COVID-19 pandemic, the
campaign has evolved as a
complete digital one, continuing
to attract a large number of youth
in participating in the campaign.
Khushi, Garvi ,Monish , Dhruv , and
Arshiaa of class VIII participated in
the plastic tide turner challenge in
2021.

TIDE TURNERS

WORKING FOR A

PLASTIC CHALLENGE

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE
Floating bottle. Worldwide problem of
plastic pollution under the sea — Photo
by alphaspirit

AWS YOUNG BUILDERS CHALLENGE 2021

St. Anne’s convent school motivated the
students to showcase their scientific temper,
computational and design thinking, coding
skills etc. The aim was to infuse the basic
understanding of disruptive technologies like
Artificial Intelligence and cloud computing and
their impact in near future.

SATVIK AGGARWAL CLASS VI E
My project consist of various aspects of Artificial
Intelligence which can be applied in Agriculture
and also elaborates that how AI can be a future
of Agriculture. It also specifies various growth
opportunities available both for farmers as well
for our country if we adopt AI completely for our
farming sector.

PALAK CLASS VII B
These days, Artificial Intelligence is playing an
important role in our daily lives, in each sector
weather it's medical, education, banking, service,
manufacturing or security. It makes our life simpler
and faster, by replacing traditional ways. It also
provides lot more new career opportunities/Start
ups. AI needs more logical/out of the box thinking
to develop it.

DEBATING FEAT
A brief orientation program was organized by
Mrs. Deepika Bhandari and Mrs. Saikatta
Dutta to acquaint the students about the
structure and rules of Parliamentary Debates
Championship(PDC)

A Team of Senior category
included:
RIDHI SARASWAT XIC
DIVIJA MALHOTRA XB
CHAITYANYA CHAMOLI XE
TANSEEM XA ABHINAV
SHARMA XIC

St. Anne’s participated in ISDS (Indian Schools
Debating Society) regional selections.
Students from all over the country participated
for the selections to qualify for WSDC (World
Schools Debating Championship)

Two Teams of Junior category
included: NAMYA VIJH VIII E
TANISHKA ARYA VIII E JASLEEN
KAUR VIII B VIDHI GUPTA VIII E
MOHNISH BANSAL IXC ANUSHA
ANAND IX B SHREYA IX B
JASHANDEEP SINGH IX D

HIGHLIGHTS:
Among 60 teams and 230 participants, RIDHI SARASWAT XIC was among the top 57
students selected for ROUND II for National Championship.
And
Among 30 teams and 110 participants, MOHNISH BANSAL IX C and ANUSHA ANAND
IX B were among the top 40 students selected for ROUND II for National Championship.
They all went for Round II (Quiz round). MOHNISH BANSAL cleared QUIZ Round also
and made up to Video Round.

HUB OF LEARNING
St.Anne’s Convent School has been endowed
with the responsibility to be the lead
collaborator for HUB NO.- CH2832 by COE
CHD. Activities such as Resource Sharing,
Academic
Collaboration,
Professional
Development of Teachers and Building a
sense of Community to Overcome Isolation
have been undertaken by the Hub. A Meeting
for the same was held by Sr.Dr. Shyni Paul
under the guidance of PMU Mr.Pallav with the
Principals of other schools under HUB NO.
CH2832.

INDIA’S NATIONAL MOVEMENT TO UNITE NATIONS(IIMUN)

India’s National Movement to Unite Nations(IIMUN) conducted an
International Level IIMUN session in Chandigarh from 29th to 30th
January 2022. The session consisted of different committees like the
UNEP-United Nations Environment Programme for the agenda
Enhancing Climate Resilience for Sustainable Development in the
Post Pandemic World , Special Summit of Punjab and Haryana for
the agenda Tackling the Drug Menace in the States and The AIPPMAll India Political Parties Meet for the agenda Defining Freedom of
Speech and Expression in India.
With students participating from different parts of India and world
as well , RIDDHI SARASWAT of class XI-C secured the position of
High Commendation(second position) in the committee UNEP for
the agenda Enhancing Climate Resilience And Sustainable
Development in the Post Pandemic World.

GIRL INDIA PROJECT
Girl India Project was launched by Chandigarh Commission for
Protection of Child Rights (CCPCR) and Yuvsatta jointly in 50 schools
covering over 2500 girl students. In this project, private schools of
Chandigarh were paired with Government schools of Chandigarh to
empower the girl child and support the under privileged students in
different Ways.
St Anne’s Convent School is partnered with GMHSS Sector 27-C,
Chandigarh.
Following activities were carried out under this project:
Webinar and open discussion on importance

of mental health.

Poster making competition
Card making competition
Webinar on gender sensitivity.
Participation with the other schools under this group in creative
art and declamation.
Session of a mock parliament to know the

working of

Parliamentary system and to aware the girls about different
rights, online crimes and frauds.
Week long activities under Beti Bachao Beti Padhao Scheme were
also conducted in the month of January 2022
Administration of oath to save the girl child
in the school including the

by all stake holders

students and teachers.

Uploading of logo with a msg on social media (WhatsApp)
groups on “Beti Bachao Beti Padhao”
Tree plantation programme
Online competitions/talks for IX to XII:
Poem writing
Painting
Motivational talks by teachers

GIRL INDIA PROJECT ACTIVITIES

CELEBRATION OF CHILDREN WEEK
BY CCPCR

CREATIVE ART COMPETITION: SAVE GIRL CHILD

CREATIVE ART COMPETITION: SAVE ENVIRONMENT

WEBINAR ON GENDER SENSITIVITY BY FOR CLASSES V TO X

Our school has gained the
top position in the online
creative competition
(schools category) jointly
organised by CCPCR and
non-profit Yuvsatta.

INTERACTION WITH TWIN SCHOOL

WEBINAR & OPEN DISCUSSION ON MENTAL HEALTH

HAND WASH

PROGRAMME

FIT INDIA PROGRAMME
National Level Sports Quiz organized by S.A.I.
under the program of Fit India.

We conducted school round on 26th July 2021 for
class VIII - XII through online sports quiz on MS
teams. Around 900 students participated in this
Quiz.
Shortlisted those students who got more than 100
marks on 120.
Finally top two students already registered for
PRILIMINARY round.
Both students cleared their preliminary rounds and
they are in State level round.
1. Himani Gera XI B
2. Anuj IX B

EK BHARAT SHRESHTHA BHARAT (EBSB)
& ART INTEGRATION

Under Ek Bharat Shrestha Bharat Project, Chandigarh is paired with
Dadra and Nagar Haveli. Students were were given various activities by
integrating different art forms in it like drawing, craftwork, poems, video
making.

Students were supposed to create PPT on the stories. They were
motivated to integrate art along with it. They created drawings,
sketches and poems.

Poem on Dadra and Nagar Haveli
Pamphlet on the merger of Daman and Diu with Dadar and Nagar Haveli

Pamphlet on the merger of Daman and Diu with Dadar and Nagar Haveli

NATIONAL UNITY DAY

BETI BACHAO BETI PADHAO

Week long activities were undertaken Beti
Bachao Beti Padhao Scheme.
(a) Administration of oath to save the girl child by
all stake holders in the school including the
students and teachers.
(b) Uploading of logo with a msg on social media
(WhatsApp) groups on “Beti Bachao Beti Padhao”
(c) Tree plantation programme
(d) Online competitions/talks for IX to XII:
(e) Poem writing
(f) Painting
(g) Motivational talks by teachers

Oath to save the girl child by parents

VEER GATHA PROJECT

St. Anne’s Convent organized Veer Gatha Project to
honour the acts of bravery and sacrifice of the
officers/personnel of the Armed Forces, other
lawfully-constituted Forces and Civilians.
In order to disseminate the details of acts of bravery
and the life stories of these brave hearts, the students
were motivated and they framed different projects
from 21st October to 20th November 2021.

VIGILANCE AWARENESS WEEK(VAW) 2021

St. Anne’s convent school observed Vigilance
Awareness Week from 26th October, 2021 to 1st
November, 2021
Our school teachers, staff members and senior
students (Classes X to XII) took ‘e - Integrity Pledge’.
It provided the students a window through which
they could witness the corrupt practices prevalent in
the society in its various spheres. The students took
pledge to be committed towards their country.

WORLD'S STUDENTS DAY

MY FAVORITE INDIAN TOY COMPETITION

The competition was organized by IBEF and My Gov of India on
25.02.2021. There was also a virtual Toy Fair , one platform where
every one (students , parents, teachers and other stakeholders )
were able to explore different types of toys virtually .
The age limit for the competition was 3 years and above. The toys
used by the participants were Indian toys. Our kindergarten
students participated with full zest and zeal in this competition.
They exhibited their talent and creativity through this competition
and also developed self-esteem and self- efficacy.

GANDAGI MUKT BHARAT (GMB) CAMPAIGN
All students were encouraged to log on to: pmindiawebcast.nic.in to watch the inauguration event of
RSK (Rashtriya Swachhata Kendra (RSK) at Gandhi Darshan, Rajghat, New Delhi) this important event
was on 8th August, 2020.
Online painting competition (classes 6 to 8) and essay competition (classes 9 to 12) on the theme of
‘Gandagi Mukt Mera Gao’ was organized.

NO BAG DAY

ACTIVITIES

ROLE PLAY, DEBATE, POEM RECITATION & SCIENTIFIC ACTIVITES

E-KALEIDOSCOPE

C
O

V I
Embracing
life Amid
Pandemic

D
19

EXPRESSION of Love

Embracing life with creativity

Mask Making
Vegetable Printing Art

Paper Tearing Art
Waste to Wealth

Embracing life with creativity:
Clay Modelling

Celebrating
Rain & Earth Day

Embracing life with creativity: ART

SEE AND TELL COMPETITION
The teacher showed the students an object—fruit/ toy/ flower/ any classroom
object—individually and asked them to observe and talk about it in their own
words.
The teacher gained a better understanding of her students by actively
communicating to enhance their creativity, vocabulary and speaking skills. It
was an excellent opportunity for the students to be able to speak their mind
freely in front of the whole class. Thus, a wonderful atmosphere was created
while addressing public speaking and bringing in positive change.

“Look with your understanding, find out what you already
know, and you’ll see the way to fly.” – Richard Bach

COVID
19
DIARIES
WRITTEN BY AASTHA MAURYA VII-C

2020 has been a tough year for everyone due to
Covid-19 AKA Coronavirus. It was also a blessing
in disguise as we had plenty of time to spend
with family, focus on hobbies and passion and be
productive as much as we could. During the first
quarantine it seemed like the world stopped and
everything paused. But me and my family took it
very positively and started seeing things in an
optimistic manner, we took all the precautions
and spent as much time as we could together as
a family. I paid attention on my hobbies and
passion, made a lot of drawings, learnt singing
and dancing, I also started reading books and
cooking food. Also, I started feeling lonely when I
was not able to meet my friends and attend the
school but we understood the situation and
stayed at home. We were not able to celebrate
occasions, birthdays and festivals as we used to
do before but after all it was for our safety. But
we all were disheartened when a lot of people
were coming out positive and lakhs of cases were
coming out every day and thousands of deaths

Even though online classes were hard to attend

were happening. Hopefully no one from our

and understand I somehow managed to attend

family came out positive during the Covid-19

my school classes and also got good grades. I

Wave and we took all the precautions and stayed
positive throughout.

hope the situation improves and everything
comes back to normal soon.

COVID
19 DIARIES
WRITTEN BY PARTYAKSHA, CLASS VIII D

"Locked doors greet the sunshine,
While in our houses we confine,
Masks on face and gloves on hands,
Such are the COVID times….”
If I walk down my memory lane, almost two years
ago, a Silent Killer called the CORONA virus posed
an unprecedented challenge to the very existence
of humanity. It cast a sense of doom all around the
globe, smiting it’s victims by scores. It locked us in
our houses and hasn’t let us out yet. I was
befuddled by the turmoil that arose due to the
pandemic, for I had never imagined it to be. With
the brutal, but necessary prohibition on going out, I
often felt cut off from humanity. I would sit and grit
my teeth so as could do nothing much to cheer
myself. This lasted for about three months for after
a while the pandemic became the “NEW NORMAL”.
So I had nothing, but to acclimatise myself to the
favour of the situation. But with the days passing
by, I realised how fortunate I was to be safe….in my
home, with my family and with something to eat.
Though I was locked in l, I looked at how beautiful
nature had gotten over the months… the flowers
scented sweet, the grass was green with gay, the
birds flew and danced around and through all this
the chipmunks gnawed on the nuts. I couldn’t be
happier, for I had never admired nature’s bounty
before. With the family together, there was always

I also started eating healthy and taking good
care of myself, and also read books, did
sketches and also started using things

joy, humour, love and affection, feelings that

judiciously, making best out of everything I

weren’t easily felt before. By the time I knew I was

had. This pandemic taught me life lessons

afraid, I had become stronger and bold. It was also a

that I shall cherish forever. But, I do hope it

time when we started our online classes, and that

ends as soon as a jiffy….

adds to the wonderful experiences during the

Till then

pandemic.

STAY APART AND PLAY YOUR PART!

COVID
19
DIARIES
WRITTEN BY BHAVYA MAHAJAN

VII-D.

I want to share my experience on the Covid-19 Lockdown.
Being a student, I can say that Covid has advantages and
disadvantages. Initially I was happy because there was a
lockdown all over India, there were no schools and colleges,
enjoying all the day with playing games, watching movies
right from the morning to the night. Waiting for unlocking
situation to meet friends and relatives, I thought there was
no movie left for me to watch.. Still, things did not settle
and I could not meet my friends and relatives.
Slowly online classes started in the lockdown period
onwards and there was a complete change in the situation
of the atmosphere of the class. After a month ,I realized that
the virus was not a blessing to students but a foreshadow of
the students’ career.
I wrote few advantages and disadvantages during the
Covid-19 pandemic.
ADVANTAGES
Family Time

It was the best time to spend with grandparents, cousins,
mother, father, and other relatives as there was ample time
to spend (if possible, as per government norms). Moreover,
everyone was working from home. Watching a movie along
with the family and enjoying it could only happen now at

DISADVANTAGES

In Online classes, the adoption rate is around 50-60%
whereas in the classroom the adoption was around 8090%. Online classes affect the eyes of the students due to
long hours in front of the blue screen .Small children like
the playschool and the primary grades must not have this
type of class because they have low concentration power,

that time. I Spent time with parents and discussed about

and these small kids do not have the ability to sit for a

my career plans.

longer time in front of the blue screen.

Precious Time

Time was saved by avoiding transportation, prayer, sports,
chatting with friends. Spending five to six hours of the
quality time for the online classes helped me in buying
more time for the self-study as compare to 10 hours spent
in school.

Surely there are other factors like no offline exams;
students are being given marks by the internals. On this
note, want to say that students are missing the days in the
schools. Hoping the government take good decisions on
education with clear instructions as early as possible to
avoid the situations that occurred by Covid-19 pandemic.

POEM ON CYBER
CRIME
VANITA,

CLASS:

VIII-C

Crime, Crime everywhere,
Every city, every state, every Country, every hour.
But I have a special form to tell you,
It is Cybercrime and it is hard to scour,
Internet is the medium of this sensitive crime
Be more precise, it’s a petrifying crime.
Though Plagiarism, Phishing, spamming,
Software-Piracy and Hacking,
Are some of its kinds,
But that rules among the children and create a
vicious ring
Is the deadliest what I see and it is called Cyberbullying,
This crime is a little different,
So I like to call it special,
It is not everyone’s cup of tea,
In a nutshell, this isn’t free,
This might sound strange
but you ‘ve to burn midnight oil to get your aim.
As per the sayings,
Every bad deed doesn’t last for long,
And so in this case.
Once you caught red-handed and you are gone.
Then why to step into a puddle,
Study hard your computers and be cyber strong.
Unfortunately, if you be the victim of this,
Let your motions not suppress you and get fixed,
Ask for the help from your best buddy.
Don’t share your photos and info in a hurry,
Best of all, I say avoid trapping apps,
Spread awareness of such crimes and let us nip the
craps.

POEM ON
HARD WORK
DIVYA

JYOTI

CLASS

-

X

GOYAL,

A

Work! Work! As much as you can,
It may help to be a successful man.
You can make your dreams alive,
By taking a risky dive.
Don't be so lazy,
Otherwise, your life will be crazy.
Start sweating from now,
Otherwise, you will damage your
life somehow.
Cry! Cry! If you want to cry,
But never stop to try.
Be like a human ant,
So that life can be replant.
Never give failure a chance,
To beat your work in a glance.
Others’ success is something for
you to learn,
Not to lit a fire in your mind to
burn.
Work! Work! As much as you can,
It may help you to be a successful
man.

CYBER CRIME
WRITTEN BY SAKSHAM JAIN, CLASS X-B
Cybercrime is a dangerous attack, a company or an
individual may face. There are many cases where the cyber
attack has brought massive loss to the company and
individuals due to the data hack. We live in a technology
driven era, and every information is now fed on computers.
Cybercrime involves an attack on computers and digital
devices. These cyber-attacks can prove hazardous not just for
the organization, but also for the nation.
What is Cybercrime?

Cybercrime or attack is defined as the systematic criminal

Hacking

activity occurring digitally and done by attackers. There are

In this type, the computer system of the person is hacked

many examples of cybercrime, including fraud, malware

to get personal information. In many countries, including

virus, cyber stalking and others. Earlier, cybercrime was

India, hacking is a punishable act.

committed only by individuals or by small groups.

It is quite different from ethical hacking.

However, now a highly complex cybercriminals

In normal hacking, illegal use different types of

network works on attacking the system for data

software to enter the system of the target

collection. Three groups of cybercrimes-

person.

Hacker is then able to monitor every activity done

1. Individual

by the person.

2. Property

Cyber Stalking

3. Government

It is online harassment by an individual or a group

Individual

of people. Normally, these stalkers target an

This is the form of cyber stalking, trafficking, and grooming.

individual and harass online. There are many cases

Over the years, this type of cybercrime has been taken

of cyber-stalking in India, resulting in the target

seriously by law enforcement agencies. It is now keeping a

person ending up taking self-life.

track over every such attack on an individual.

Malicious Software

Property

Similar to the real world where criminals steal the property,
in the cyber world, attackers steal data. Here, the attacker
steals a person's bank details and misuse the credit card for
online purchase. By using malicious software, the attacker
attacks

the

property

to

disrupt

the

system

of

the

organization.

These are computer-based cybercrimes where virus-based
software is installed in the target people or organization
computer. This is to damage the system and corrupt the
data of the target.
Laws Related to Cybercrime

In India, there are many cybercrime laws enacted to stop
this threat. Be it for the individual or the organization; these

Government
These types of crimes are denoted as cyber terrorism.
This can be a terror because the attacker can get hold
of essential documents related to government projects

laws help to either bring down the number of cases or

An enemy nation or terrorist usually makes such
attacks. There are many cases globally where a terrorist
hacks government data.
Apart from these, there is a financial crime where the
hacker steals the money of the user account holder.
Moreover, they steal company data and finance.

Cybercrime is a significant threat that can bring huge loss

eliminate these digital crimes.
Conclusion

to the individual and the organization. It is essential to
follow basic online rules to ensure the safety of self and the
organization.

MERA IDEA JO BADAL DE BHARAT
ARTICLE

BY AAYUSHI GUPTA, VI-B

INDIA - we all are proud of it. But still there are some weak points that stick out like a sore thumb. We have raised many
stereotypes and prejudices. Here is the list of things that I want to change in my country to make it a better place.
DON'T BREAK TRAFFIC RULES. Despite an increase in the penalty for violations of traffic rules by the government in
September 2019, a large number of Indians don't follow rules. If we change this and start following traffic rules, a large
number of lives will be saved and there will be a decline in road tragedies.
STOP LITTERING. Despite many cleanliness campaigns, including Swachh Bharat Abhiyan, we have not achieved a
successful outcome as yet. We keep our houses cleaner than our surroundings. Let us bring the change. It will form a
chain and soon India will be the cleanest country in the world.
LEARN BASIC MANNERS. We give importance to moral values but do we even follow basic manners? We seek
blessings of our elders by touching their feet but if we find a senior citizen in a crowded train or bus, we hesitate to offer
him a seat. Good manners will open doors that the best education cannot.
HELP EACH OTHER. Try helping and you will feel the happiest to see someone smiling because of you. We are full of
ego and arrogance that we feel ashamed helping those in need. Helping others may not earn you money but surely
blessings and happiness. Also, helping each other enhances human values in us.
LEARN TO CONSERVE RESOURCES. Natural resources form an indispensable part of our lives. Thus, it demands
responsible use to ensure their sustainability. Money can be ours but not resources. There are many generations to
come and one needs food to eat and other resources to survive, but not money. Food, water, trees, soil, air and other
resources should not be wasted.
LET GO OF RESERVATION SYSTEM. The major drawback of our country is the reservation quota. In employment,
education or even in jobs, this quota plays a major role. The slogan that echoes most in today’s India is ‘Only reserved
are deserved’. We have a lot of quantity but what we want is quality. Give a chance to the deserved rather than the
reserved. As per a national survey, only 0.7% of the population gets scholarships through merit tests and others are
reserved. Because of this, many students prefer to go abroad after their studies and serve a new country instead of their
own. Time has come to change rules for good.

In a nutshell, I would like to say that the future is greater than our past. So let’s hope to have these positive changes in
our country. I just want to say that learn to be human rather than a materialistic animal. Let us put our small
contribution, it will lead India to a great country. As we all know that Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi said, “Be the
change you want to see in the world.”

MY VISION FOR
INDIA @100 YEARS
BY JANA NANDA XB

My home, my country. Here’s where I’d like to see India in a hundred years.
India, the country with the second highest population, the 7th largest by landmass, the largest democracy, a
diverse culture and heritage, a long history, thousands of people used as examples to many great extents, who
can never be compared nor found again. Although we are still a developing country, there are a few ups and
downs. More changes need to be brought about before anything else.
All starting with the education curriculum/system. The Indian schooling system is one of the largest in the
world and caters to over 250 million students. And after reaching a certain grade, say grade 7-8, it becomes a
burden to almost 200 million of them. The system focuses mainly on building IQ and aims to get the kids to a
certain level, which has now become some sort of standard. From parents, family, and peers. While this
‘standard’ should be there for many reasons, it is important to take into account mental health, which in many
households, isn’t very important. Give less homework, focus on building kids’ experiences, let them explore a
particular thing they find interest in. Enforce activities like class trips, exploring new places, meeting new
people etc. The current system limits kids to these resources and it makes them lose interest in academics.
How to think on a higher, more mature level and how to handle life-based situations must be taught.
Leading to the second point, proper education on women’s health (for e.g. menstruation etc.)must not only be
taught to the girl child, but the boys as well. Education on any type of domestic assault must be provided to all
genders. The importance of consent, moral ethics, and sex education must be enforced in such a way, the
entire taboo/stereotype is eradicated. Woman empowerment, self-defence classes for girls must be there, as
well as classes for boys on respect and consent. These changes will make it one step much closer, to
eradicating rape culture, misuse of privilege and a community where the genders treat each other with respect
and peace. Education about different unique communities, considered to be ‘weird’ and not accepted by
society must be taught in such a way, the generations would strive to making protection laws for them and
equal opportunities. The LGBTQIA+, the African-American history, and other minority communities set aside
based on ethnicity, gender, race or religion, must be taught about in such a way, all discrimination means
would be eradicated.
The third point, kids must be taught more about adult life, more about the well-use of money, safe spending,
smart spending, taxes, insurances etc.
The government of the country must have diverse people, from every field and must have the best interest of
their people at heart. They must put into effect anything that could help when it comes to saving earth. A fuelfree country where the sources of energy are solar and wind, electrical vehicles be put into service. More steps
to end poverty, provide micro-homes to the homeless, help them get back on their feet.
Free and compulsory education for the poor, basic human needs be free of cost, health care, insurance, old age
security, more benefits to anyone who served the country etc. must be taken more into effect.
I see, A clean and green India.
It may take some time, but is better than never. I want to see my country, my brothers and sisters, flourish
more, and spread healthy ideas, and be the top of the world someday. Be people of great character and
wisdom.

CYBER CRIME
WRITTEN BY RIDDHI, CLASS XI B
WHAT IS CYBERCRIME?
Cybercrime is the most worrying issue of today. We all
are known about it. It is the most worrying issue of our
country. Cybercrime refers to any criminal activity
carried out by internet or computer or even through
social media. Social media is a platform where about 518
million Indians are involved and the most used Facebook
and its allied apps Instagram, WhatsApp, Google,
Telegram, YouTube, Twitter, Pinterest and the list
continues. Cybercrime may include credit card frauds,
voice phishing, distribution of viruses, cyber-stalking,
child pornography, forgery, unauthorized access etc.
This is a rapid-growing world of crime that happens over

HOW TO PREVENT CYBERCRIME?

the internet.

There are many laws put forward by Govt. for its
prevention such as IT Act, 2000. But various
measures can be adopted to prevent Cybercrime:

TYPES OF CYBERCRIME:
A.

Cyber Stalking: It refers to the repeated use of

electronic

communications

to

harass

or

frighten

We should use an internet as well as computer
security software to protect our computer.

someone, for example by sending threatening emails
and messages.
B.

Hacking: It refers to breaking into a person’s

computer system without his/her knowledge or consent.
It is also known as unauthorized trespassing in the cyber
world. Hackers can access sensitive information of the
user (like identity details, passwords, and credit card
information).
C.

Theft: It occurs when a person violates copyrights

regulation. This is mostly noticed while downloading

Parents can teach their kids about cybercrime
and its related issues and make them cautious.
We need to use strong passwords for our
internet and social media accounts.
Nowadays there are many sites, messages and
even phone-calls which may tend one to reveal
his personal details so we must be very
cautious while giving our identity out and
must always verify his/her identity before
giving our personal details.

music, movies, or even games.
D. Identity Theft: In Identity Theft person’s identity gets
stolen. This includes his/her name, bank details, social
security number, birthday, credit or debit cards, etc. This
information is misused by the criminals to commit
fraudulent activities (like applying for new credit cards,
collecting loans) which hamper the owner’s record.
E.

Malware: It is Internet-based software that is

programmed for damaging a computer system.

Last, we must keep our social media settings
private. It involves locking our profile to only
friend view, not keeping the profile pic public,
etc.
At last, I would conclude by saying that
precaution is better than cure so we must be well
aware and cautious about cybercrime issues and
prevent ourselves from becoming its victim.
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Acknowledged as a Renowned Shooter by
Ministry of Youth Affairs and Sports, Harsh Singla
of X A has been selected in the Indian Team and
working hard for his upcoming International
Shooting Events.
Clinching 13 Medals (Gold, Bronze and Silver) at
State Shooting Competitions 2020, he gives the
credit of
his success to his Coach, Parents and
Principal Sr. Dr. Shiny Paul.
The Young shooter with spark in his eyes
exclaimed:
“My day used to start from a morning jog at 4 am
in the ground and ended up practicing for 8hrs. It
turned me from lazy person to a totally frisky
personality.”
He narrates how lock down period was very
discouraging for him and also when he met with
a horrible accident. He says, “My parents took care
of me like a petal of flower but always treated like
a warrior and my principal respected Sr. Dr. Shiny
Paul prayed for me every day and made me
believe that God is with me.
Now I believe if God is with you nothing can stop
you!!!
Seeking blessings from all of you in my
upcoming events, I conclude here by saying that,
“Believe in yourself and you will be unstoppable."

HARSH SINGLA
CLASS XA

Passion is energy,
feel the power
that comes
from focusing on
what excites you.

Lockdown is only for others but for Akul Malik of
class XE it was a blessing and a golden
opportunity to workout and focus on his
weaknesses and strengths. Training on
individual skills and psycho physical aspects
honed his ability and developed a new energy
for upcoming situations of life and game.

Badminton Achievements during the year 2021
Gold Medal in Singles during State
Badminton Championship ( Under -17)
Gold Medal in Doubles during State
Badminton Championship ( Under-17)
Gold Medal in Mixed Doubles during State
Badminton Championship (Under-17)
Akul was declared the Player of the Tournament
who won all the gold in his category and
awarded by the Secretary General Badminton
Federation of India.

AKUL MALIK
CLASS X E

“Hard work and untiring
efforts are the only path
to the Tricolor”

YASHIKA SHARMA
CLASS XII A

She lives by the motto that, if you aren’t going all
the way, why go at all. With the never say never
attitude, she with her team has never let Chandigarh
down and has performed exceptionally.
First position in 2020 Chandigarh State Roller Skating
Championship as well as National Roller Skating
Championship.
Second position in 2021 Chandigarh State Roller
Skating Championship and Third position in National
Roller Skating Championship.

"Half the game is mental; the other
half is being mental."
— Jim McKenny

“ A DREAM
DOESN'T BECOME
REALITY
THROUGH
MAGIC; IT TAKES
SWEAT,
DETERMINATION
AND HARD WORK
TO DO SO."

PRANSHU SHARMA
CLASS X D

Pranshu Sharma of class Xth D, won a bronze medal in
fencing in the National School Games, through sheer
determination and hard work.
His impressive medal tally includes:
One bronze medal in the National School Gamesheld
in Imphal .
Two gold medals , two silver medals and one bronze
medal at state level .
He has represented Chandigarh in the 16th Cadet
National at Hyderabad , 28th Junior National at
Rudrapur and 29th Junior National Championship at
Sonipat.

Telling us about the challenges he faced, Pranshu
says, "We could not go out for practice initially
because of the increasing covid 19 cases. As a result,
we had to shift to online mode which made it
extremely difficult for all of us to coordinate and
communicate as a team since we could not see each
other face to face! When we got back to in-person
practice sessions, everyone either lacked in strength,
speed or technical work! It took us and our coach a
lot of time and effort to bring back our original game!
My aim is to not only represent India in the Olympics,
but also to win gold medal for my country there."

RAISSA BHANOT
CLASS VIII D

At the age Of nine she was introduced to
the world of badminton.
Won gold medal in girls doubles under 15
At State Ranking Badminton Tournament
Chandigarh. Held in January 2021.
Won gold medal in girls doubles under 15
and bronze medal in girls under 15 singles
held in November 2021.
And participated in all India national
ranking.. Tournament held in January 2022.

“IF WE DARE TO WIN , WE SHOULD DARE TO LOSE.”

“JUST PLAY. HAVE
FUN. ENJOY THE
GAME.” –

MICHAEL JORDAN

DHAIRYA GANDHI
CLASS VII E

This has been the motto that our student Dhairya, of
class VII E wants every sportsperson to follow. If you
don't enjoy what you play, you can never succeed.

Dhairya’s achievements are as follows;Gold medal in 2020 state roller hockey
tournament and bronze in national inline
roller hockey championship
Silver medal in 2021 state as well as national
inline roller hockey championship
A number of teams such as Jammu Kashmir,
Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh etc. participated in
the above said tournaments whereas chandigarh
came through in flying colours.

DAKSH KAPOOR
CLASS VII B

A promising Lawn Tennis player, who decided to chase
his passion by practicing and utilizing the lockdown time
to improve his game techniques. He started practicing 3
hours in the morning and 4 hours in the evening that
resulted in improving his game drastically and achieve
this feat:
Winner AITA Championship Series, U-14 Doubles,
March, 2021
Position 15th, U-14, Asian, April, 2021
Position 4th, U-14, Asian, September, 2021
Winner AITA Super Series,U-14 Singles, October, 2021
Winner AITA Super Series, U-14 Doubles, October, 2021
Winner AITA Championship Series, U-14 Singles,
January, 2022
Runner-Up, AITA Championship Series, U-16 Singles,
January, 2022

NAME: ARSH ARORA
GAME: JAVELIN THROW, BASE BALL
STATE LEVEL ACHIEVEMENT:
GOLD IN JAVELIN THROW (2020-2021)
GOLD IN BASE BALL (2020-2021)

NAME: PIYUSH
GAME: BADMINTON
ACHIEVEMENT: STATE LEVEL:
GOLD MEDAL (Singles) U- 15
BRONZE MEDAL
( Doubles) (2020-21)
BRONZE MEDAL (Singles) &
BRONZ MEDAL (Doubles) U-17 (2021-22)

NAME: NAVYA
GAME: ROLLER SKATING (U-9)
ACHIEVEMENT: STATE LEVEL:
2-SILVER (2020-21)
1-SILVER,2BRONZE(2021-22)
NATIONAL LEVEL:
PARTICIPATED (2020-21), (2021-22)

NAME: VIRAJ
GAME: GYMNASTICS (ARTISTIC U-10 )
ACHIEVEMENT: STATE LEVEL:
BRONZE MEDAL (2020-21)

NAME: ARYAN
GAME:ROLLER SKATING
ACHIEVEMENT: STATE LEVEL:
1 GOLD ,1 SILVER,1 BRONZE (2020-21)
1 GOLD MEDAL ,1 BRONZE MEDAL(2021-22)
NATIONAL LEVEL:
PARTICIPATED (2021-22)

NAME: AARAV SHARMA
GAME: ATHLETICS 800 MTS
ACHIEVEMENT: STATE LEVEL:
SILVER MEDAL(2020-21)

NAME - JASKAMAL
GAME- BADMINTION
ACHIEVEMENT: STATE LEVEL:
GOLD MEDAL (2020-21)
BRONZE MEDAL IN SINGALS
GOLD MEDAL IN DOUBLES U-15

NAME: ANYA JINDAL
GAME: SKATE BOARD (U-11)
ACHIEVEMENT: STATE LEVEL:
GOLD MEDAL (2020-21)
NATIONAL LEVEL:
PARTICIPATED (2020-21)

NAME: NAUNIHAL
GAME: SHOT PUT ( U-16)
ACHIEVEMENT: STATE LEVEL:
GOLD MEDAL

NAME: AVNI
GAME: ROLLER SKATING (U-7)
STATE LEVEL ACHIEVEMENT:
BRONZE MEDAL (2020-21)
1 GOLD MEDAL, 2 BRONZE MEDAL (2021-22)
ALL INDIA OPEN SPEED SKATING
CHAMPIONSHIP (2021-22) : 2 GOLD
NATIONAL LEVEL:
PARTICIPATED (2020-21), 2021-22)

NAME: ARSHIA
GAME:GYMNASTIC ( ARTISTIC U-10)
ACHIEVEMENT: STATE LEVEL:
GOLD MEDAL,
SILVER MEDAL(2020-21)
NATIONAL LEVEL:
PARTICIPATED (2020-21)

NAME: GURTAAJ SINGH
GAME : BADMINTON
ACHIEVEMENT: STATE LEVEL
2 BRONZE MEDALES

NAME: AAGAM
GAME: ROLLER SKATING(U-7)
ACHIEVEMENT: STATE LEVEL
GOLD MEDAL (2020-21)
ALL INDIA OPEN SPEED SKATING
CHAMPIONSHIP 2021-22) BRONZE
NATIONAL LEVEL:
PARTICIPATED (2020-21)
SILVER MEDAL (2021-22

NAME:HITANSHI
GAME: ATHLETICS 100 MTS (U-12)
ACHIEVEMENT: STATE LEVEL:
GOLD MEDAL(2020-21)

NAME:DIVNIDDI SANDIL
GAME: ATHLETICS 100 MTS
ACHIEVEMENT: STATE LEVEL:
SILVER MEDAL (2020-21)

NAME: BHOOMI RANA
GAME:CIRCLE STYLE KABADDI
ACHIEVEMENT: STATE LEVEL:
GOLD MEDAL (2020-2021)
NATIONAL LEVEL:
BRONZE MADEL (2021-22)

NAME:AMAIRA
GAME: ATHLETICS 200 MTS (U-10)
ACHIEVEMENT: STATE LEVEL:
BRONZE MEDAL(2020-21)

NAME: NAMYA NARANG
GAME:YOGA (8 TO 10 AGE GROUP)
ACHIEVEMENT: STATE LEVEL:
GOLD MEDAL

NAME: JASNOOR KAUR
GAME:ROLLER SKATING
ACHIEVEMENT: STATE LEVEL:
SILVER MEDAL (2021-22)

NAME: ANSHIKA
GAME: GYMNASTICS (ARTISTIC U-12)
ACHIEVEMENT: STATE LEVEL:
SILVER MEDAL

NAME : AJMEET SINGH
GAME: GATKA (FARI SOTI)
ACHIEVEMENT:STATE LEVEL:
BRONZE MEDAL

NAME:NISHTA
GAME: GYMNASTICS (ARTISTIC U-12)
ACHIEVEMENT: STATE LEVEL : 1GOLDMEDAL , 3
SILVER MEDAL
NATIONALS:
PARTICEDPATION (2020-21)

NAME: KHAWAISH
GAME: ROLLER SKATING
ACHIEVEMENT: STATE LEVEL:
BRONZE MEDAL

NAME : MOULI SETHI
GAME:SOFT TENNIS
ACHIEVEMENT: STATE LEVEL:
SILVER MEDAL

NAME: NIRBHAYJEET SINGH
GAME:GYMNASTICS
(ARTISTIC U-12)
ACHIEVEMENT: STATE LEVEL:
3 GOLD MEDAL (2020-21)
NATIONALS:
PARTICEDPATION (2020-21)

NAME : ADITI
GAME: JUDO
ACHIEVEMENT: STATE LEVEL:
BRONZE MEDAL

NAME: RANBIR SINGH
GAME: RIFLE SHOOTING
ACHIEVEMENT: STATE LEVEL:
BRONZE MEDAL

NAME : NIVEDITA
GAME: DISCUSS THROW
ACHIEVEMENT: DISTRICT LEVEL:
GOLD MEDAL

NAME: NIKUJ SHUKLA
GAME: GYMNASTICS
ACHIEVEMENT: STATE LEVEL:
2 BRONZE MEDAL
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Feast of St. Anne

We pray
O God, You bestowed
on St. Anne such
grace that she was
found worthy to
become the mother
of Mary, who brought
forth Your only
begotten Son.
Grant that we may be
helped by her
intercession.
Amen.

RAKSHABANDAN
On the auspicious occasion of Raksha Bandhan,
kindergarten students of St.Anne’s organized Rakhi
making activity through virtual platform so as to make
students understand the true essence of this festival
and the sacred relation of a brother and a sister. To
strengthen the bond between brothers and sisters,
students made Rakhi out of old newspaper. Then they
decorated it with threads, stars, mirrors , beads etc.

JANAMASTHAMI
The festival of Janmashtami marks the birth of the Lord,
Krishna, who is also considered as an avatar of God Vishnu.
Krishna was known as the peacock-feather-bearing
‘Makhanchor’ as he was very fond of Makhan (butter), which
he used to steal from his mother's kitchen so people
celebrate Janmashtami by playing games like breaking
‘handis’ filled with butter. Often seen with a flute in hand, he
is associated with sweet classical music and called ‘Murali
Manohar’. He was also known as 'Natkhat Nand Lal' because
he was very naughty when he was a child. Kids dress up as
Krishna and participate in the festivity.
It is a festival that brings people together and spreads love
and harmony.

Independence Day

Freedom in Mind, Faith in words, Pride in our heart. Memories of our Souls.
Let’s Salute the Nation on

DUSSHERA & DIWALI CELEBRATION
IT IS THE TIME TO REMOVE THE DARKNESS OF IGNORANCE WITHIN US AND REPLACE IT
WITH THE LIGHT OF HOPE AND KNOWLEDGE INSTESD.
The festival of lights came alive with a festive look when the kindergartners wore colourful
dresses and celebrated Diwali through virtual platform. Students gave a short speech /
explanation on Diwali festival which symbolizes the triumph of good over evil, light over
darkness and new beginning.

Teachers' Day

Gandhi Jayanti

Children's Day

CLICK TO VIEW ON

Feast of
Mother Mary

We pray
Most lovable Mother
Mary, Our Father in
Heaven created you with
delight. He made you
worthy to become the holy
mother of His Son.
Pray for us today that
our joy in your Son,
Jesus Christ , will
increase and that our
family may become more
holy. Amen

Christmas
2020

2021

Celebrating Republic Day

Freedom in Mind, Faith in words, Pride in our heart. Memories of our Souls.
Let’s Salute the Nation on
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Copyright and Disclaimer
‘The Annean IMPRINTS’ is owned and published by St. Anne’s Convent School, Chandigarh.
All rights reserved. No part of the work may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted
in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or otherwise, without
written permission from the management of the school.
Further the published content is merely the expression of contributors and is presented in good faith. It
does not promote any biasness or discrimination what so ever.

WANNA GRASP ANNEANS EVOLUTION ?

NEXT EDITION OF E- MAGAZINE
STAY TUNED!!!!!!!

HOLD YOUR BREATH FOR THE NEXT EDITION!!!!!!!
WE WILL BE TAKING YOU TO YET ANOTHER JOURNEY OF ANNEANS !!!
SO HANG IN THERE FOR ANNEANS E MAGAZINE !!!!!!

